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A B S T R A C T

Since clustering ensemble was proposed, it has rapidly attracted much attention. This paper
makes an overview of recent research on clustering ensemble about generative mechanism, se-
lective clustering ensemble, consensus function and application. Twelve clustering ensemble
algorithms are described and compared to choose a basic one. The experiment shows that using
k-means with different initializations as generative mechanism and average-linkage agglom-
erative clustering as consensus function is the best one. As ensemble size increases, the perfor-
mance of clustering ensemble improves. The basic clustering ensemble algorithm with suitable
ensemble size is compared with clustering algorithms and the experiment shows that clustering
ensemble is better than clustering. The influence of diversity on clustering ensemble is instructive
to selecting members. The experiment shows that selecting members in high quality and big
diversity for low-dimensional data sets, and selecting members in high quality and median di-
versity for high-dimensional data sets are better than traditional clustering ensemble.

1. Introduction

With rapid progress of clustering technology, clustering analysis plays an important role in various fields, such as pattern re-
cognition, image processing, business intelligence, document clustering, market research, data analysis and customer re-
commendation. It is difficult to find one clustering algorithm that can be applied to all data sets, so various clustering algorithms are
improved and different clustering algorithms are proposed. For this problem, authors in [1] proposed the concept of clustering
ensemble in 2003. Specifically, the definition of clustering ensemble is as follows: there is a dataset = …X x x x{ , , , }n1 2 that has n data,
Then M clustering algorithms are used to cluster X and generate M partitions. The ensemble member set = …P P P P{ , , , }M1 2 is formed
with these partitions and = …P m M( 1, 2, , )m is the clustering partition obtained by the mth clustering algorithm. Subsequently,
consensus function Γ will combine these ensemble members and get the final partition P*. The intuitive illustration of clustering
ensemble is shown in Fig. 1.

Clustering ensemble combines different clustering partitions about dataset into a final one. The result of clustering ensemble is
superior to single clustering algorithm. Single clustering algorithm has its own weakness, so it leads to one algorithm being only
suitable for a specific dataset. Clustering ensemble combines these clustering algorithms to avoid the shortcoming of single clustering
algorithm. It fits more datasets than clustering and it is also robust against noise and outliers [2].

In order to make a comprehensive research on clustering ensemble and choose a basic algorithm for our further researches, we
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introduce twelve clustering ensemble algorithms. The twelve algorithms are composed of three generative mechanisms and four
consensus functions. Then, the comparative experiment of these algorithms finds the best one as the basic algorithm for further
researches. The basic algorithm generates ensemble members using k-means with different initializations and combines members
using average-linkage agglomerative clustering. Next, the influence of ensemble size on clustering ensemble is analysed to find an
appropriate ensemble size. Then the basic algorithm with suitable ensemble size is compared with standard clustering algorithms. In
addition, the relation of diversity and performance of clustering ensemble is explored to guide the selection of ensemble members.
Finally, the selective clustering ensemble based on quality and diversity is compared with traditional clustering ensemble.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the recent research on clustering ensemble. Three generative
mechanisms and four consensus functions are described in Section 3. Section 4 compares twelve clustering ensemble algorithms on
six datasets, analyzes the influence of ensemble size and diversity, and compares clustering ensemble with standard clustering
algorithms and selective clustering ensemble. This paper is concluded in Section 5 with discussion about future works of clustering
ensemble.

2. Literature review on clustering ensemble

There are two main phases in clustering ensemble. The first stage is producing ensemble members while the second stage is
combining these ensemble members to get the final partition. As indicated in Fig. 2, the left side shows different generative me-
chanisms and the right side displays different consensus functions. By selecting different clustering algorithms, setting different
initializations for same clustering algorithm, using sampling data or using feature subsets, we can produce different ensemble
members. Whereas the consensus functions include voting approach, hierarchical clustering, graph method, information theory and
mixture model.

Accordingly, the recent research mainly focus on four aspects. (1) Generative mechanism: the approach to get the ensemble
members [3–12]. (2) Selective clustering ensemble: selecting effective ensemble members before consensus function [13–18]. (3)
Consensus function: the method of combining ensemble members [19–23]. (4) Application: the practical applications of clustering
ensemble [24–27].

2.1. Generative mechanism

Adopting different clustering algorithms to generate ensemble members is one of the common generative mechanisms. Authors in
[1] propose to apply different clustering algorithms on the same dataset. In [3], authors use self-organizing maps and k-means, the
two well-known clustering algorithms in neural network and statistical field, to generate ensemble members.

Fig. 1. Framework of clustering ensemble.

Fig. 2. Clustering ensemble algorithms classification from generative mechanism and consensus function.
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